
Strata SQ2S
Workstations



Transform the workplace.

Strata SQ2S is a collection of desk systems that deliver
the ultimate in choice, versatility, and affordable style for
the modern workplace. This range is the easy way to
create a truly flexible and agile workspaces with the
confidence of Strata quality. 

With a clean, square leg profile, Strata SQ2S is a
premium 2-Stage workstation system - an uncomplicated
and affordable desking choice for the modern
workplace.



Features

Compatible with all Burgtec Screens
Cable management / softwiring options available
Single motor
2-Stage electric height adjustment
Electric Height Range: 720 – 1150mmH (includes 25mm top)
Square leg design

Finishes

Worktops: Select from Burgtec house laminates range (Contrast edging available)
Frames: Select from Burgtec house metal coatings range
Screens: Select from Burgtec house fabrics / acoustics or fabric of your choice

https://burgtec.com/categories/screens/


AFFORDABLE WELLBEING Staff wellbeing has a remarkable impact on
company performance and it doesn’t need to
cost the earth.

Strata SQ2S is a top value sit-stand solution
with 2-stage electric height adjustment
allowing employees to change their
workstation position throughout the day.



A TAILORED SOLUTION Strata SQ2S is as accomodating as it is
ergonomic, designed to suit a range of
cabling and screen options all available in
bespoke finishes.

While different screen designs offer varying
levels of privacy, local manufacturing allows
for custom finishes, and cabling solutions can
be tailored to each project, Strata SQ2S can
be adapted to suit the needs of any
workplace.



EFFORTLESS OPERATION This workstations 'inline kinetic drive'
mechanism makes desk height adjustment as
simple as the press of a button, literally.

Quiet and smooth in motion, frequent height
changes throughout the day is not a problem
and with the advanced digital memory
handset, Strata SQ2S records users favourite
positions for efficiency.
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STRATA SQ2S
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CABLE MANAGEMENT
STRATA SQ2S

Desk to tray reticulation

Horizontal reticulation

Vertical reticulation

CABLE SOCK

STANDARD CABLE TRAY BASIC CABLE BASKET

POWER POLE UMBILICAL



CARE AND MAINTENANCE
STRATA SQ2S

Warranty Information
Strata SQ2S Workstations offer 10 Year Warranty. Burgtec promises
the original purchaser, at our option, to repair or replace any of the
said product or component thereof, subject to normal commercial
use, that is defective in material or workmanship for the time period
offered on the product from date of purchase. To view the full
warranty statement for Strata SQ2S please go to:
burgtec.com/products/strataSQ2S

Laminate Surfaces

Chrome, Anodised, Polished or
Powdercoated Metal Surfaces

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm water.
Neutral diluted detergent may also be used with lukewarm water.
Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an abrasive
effect (such as scouring creams) should be avoided.

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm soapy
water. Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an
abrasive effect (such as scouring creams) should be avoided.
Sponges and scourers made from synthetic fibres or metal which
may leave permanent scratches on the surfaces should also be
avoided. Ensure product is dried with clean fibre- free cloth after
washing. 
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